## History in Your Home Scavenger Hunt

Complete your missions and take a picture or video of what you find!

### Mission 1: Brand New
- Find one of the newest things in your house!

### Mission 2: Don't Shatter It
- Find something made of glass!

### Mission 3: Little Me
- Find something that was yours when you were 2 years old or younger!

### Mission 4: Made with Care
- Find something hand made!

### Mission 5: Moldable
- Find something made from plastic!

### Mission 6: Way Back When
- Find something from when your grownups were kids!

### Mission 7: Ye Olde Timey
- Find the oldest thing in your house! Be careful with it!
And for your final missions...

Mission 8: Put 'Em In Order
Now that you've found everything, put them in order from oldest to newest! What are your clues?

Take a picture of them in timeline order!

Mission 9: What does it mean?
Talk about two or three of the things you found with your family. What can they tell you about your family?

Is there a special memory that goes along with something you found? Or is what you found related to an everyday occurrence?